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Vocab of the day

=> Vocab of the day :-

1. CONTEND (VERB) : (संघर्ष करना) : face
Synonyms: cope with, grapple with
Antonyms: surrender, allow
Example Sentence: She had to contend with his uncertain temper.

2. VINDICATE (VERB) : (साबित कर देना) : justify
Synonyms: warrant, substantiate
Antonyms: disprove
Example Sentence: More sober views were vindicated by events.

3. STAMPEDE (NOUN) : (भगदड़) : panic
Synonyms: rush, flight
Antonyms: retreat, standing
Example Sentence: The herd was fleeing back to the high land in a wild stampede.
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=> Some Important Rules :-

 RULES for MODALS :-

NOTE :- We can’t change the structures for making 
PASSIVE VOICE from ACTIVE VOICE in this. 

Can, Could, Would, Should, May, Might, 
Used to, Ought to, Has to, Have to, Had to, 
Is to, Am to, Are to, Shall/Will + have + to… 

Be + V3

Modals + Have + V3
Modals + Have + Been + 

V3
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=> Some basic rules of ACTIVE & PASSIVE voice :-

RULE (1) :-
Active :- There + HV + Noun (Subject) + to + V1.
Passive :- There + HV + Noun (Subject) + to + be + V3.

Eg :- 1) There is nothing to do.
=> There is nothing to be done. 

RULE (2) :-
Active :- It + HV + Noun (Subject) + to + V1 + Object.
Passive :- It + HV + Noun (Subject) + for + Object + to + be + V3.

Eg :- 1) It is time to inform the Chief Minister.
=> It is time for the Chief Minister to be informed. 
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RULE (3) :-
Active :- Main Verb + Object.
Passive :- Let + Object + be + V3.

Eg :- 1) Open the door of this room.
=> Let the door be opened of this room. 
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=> Practice Exercise :-
Quest (1) :- It is time to launch the trailer. 
a) It was time to be launched the trailer.
b) It is time to launched the trailer.
c) It is time for the trailer to be launched. 
d) It is time for the trailer to launched.
Sol :- ‘c’ is correct.

Quest (2) :- Keep your books inside the box.
a) Let your books be kept inside the box.
b) Let your books to be kept inside the box.
c) Let your books kept inside the box. 
d) Let your books to be keep inside the box.
Sol :- ‘a’ is correct.
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=> Practice Exercise :-
Quest (3) :- There is everything to buy for this work.
a) There is everything to be buy for this work.
b) There is everything be bought for this work.
c) There is everything to bought for this work. 
d) There is everything to be bought for this work.
Sol :- ‘d’ is correct.

Quest (4) :- Can I buy this house ?
a) Could this house be bought by me ?
b) Can this house be bought by me ?
c) Can this house bought by me ?
d) Can this house to be bought by me ?
Sol :- ‘b’ is correct.
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=> Practice Exercise :-
Quest (5) :- They have to send these items.
a) These items have to sent by them.
b) These items have to be sent by them.
c) These items have to be send by them. 
d) These items have be sent by them.
Sol :- ‘b’ is correct.

Quest (6) :- She would not sing any song in the class.
a) Any song would not be sung by her in the class.
b) Any song would not be sing in the class.
c) Any song would not be sung in the class. 
d) Any song would be sung by her in the class.
Sol :- ‘c’ is correct.
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=> Practice Exercise :-
Quest (7) :- Take your medicine on time today.
a) Let your medicine to be take on time today.
b) Let your medicine to be taken on time today.
c) Let your medicine to take on time today.
d) Let your medicine be taken on time today. 
Sol :- ‘d’ is correct.

Quest (8) :- There are some employees to promote for this work.
a) There are some employees to promoted for this work.
b) There are some employees to be promoted for this work.
c) There are some employees to be promote for this work. 
d) There are some employee to be promoted for this work.
Sol :- ‘b’ is correct.
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=> Practice Exercise :-
Quest (9) :- Sohan used to play cricket in this ground.
a) Cricket used to be play by sohan in this ground.
b) Cricket used to be played by sohan in this ground.
c) Cricket used to played by sohan in this ground. 
d) Cricket used to be play in this ground.
Sol :- ‘b’ is correct.

Quest (10) :- You must cook the food in the kitchen.
a) The food must have cooked by you in the kitchen.
b) The food must have been cooked by you in the kitchen.
c) The food must be cooked by you in the kitchen.
d) The food must have be cooked by you in the kitchen.
Sol :- ‘c’ is correct.
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